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7s Starting with P- with Multiple (4) Vowels 

PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

PAESANI AAEINPS PAESANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAESANO AAENOPS fellow countryman [n -NI, -S] 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAISANO AAINOPS fellow countryman [n -S] 

PALEATE AAEELPT covered with scales [adj] 

PALOOKA AAKLOOP inferior boxer [n -S] 

PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S] 

PAPOOSE AEOOPPS Native American baby [n -S] 

PAPULAE AAELPPU PAPULA, papule (pimple (inflamed swelling of skin)) [n] 

PAREIRA AAEIPRR medicinal plant root [n -S] 

PARODOI ADIOOPR PARODOS, ode sung in ancient Greek drama [n] 

PAROLEE AEELOPR one who is paroled [n -S] 

PATAGIA AAAGIPT PATAGIUM, wing membrane of bat [n] 

PATINAE AAEINPT PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [n] 

PAVIOUR AIOPRUV paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n -S] 

PEACOAT AACEOPT heavy woolen jacket [n -S] 

PEAKIER AEEIKPR PEAKY, sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

PEALIKE AEEIKLP resembling pea (edible seed of annual herb) [adj] 

PEATIER AEEIPRT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

PEAVIES AEEIPSV PEAVY, peavey (lever used to move logs) [n] 

PECULIA ACEILPU PECULIUM, private property [n] 

PEEBEEN BEEEENP large hardwood evergreen tree [n -S] 

PEERAGE AEEEGPR rank of nobleman [n -S] 

PEERIES EEEIPRS PEERIE, peery (child's toy) [n] / PEERY [n] 

PEEWEES EEEEPSW PEEWEE, unusually small person or thing [n] 

PEKEPOO EEKOOPP peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n -S] 

PELORIA AEILOPR abnormal regularity of flower form [n -S]  

PEONAGE AEEGNOP condition of being peon [n -S] 

PEONIES EEINOPS PEONY, flowering plant [n] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -IA, -S] 

PERIDIA ADEIIPR PERIDIUM, covering of spore-bearing organ in many fungi [n] 

PERIGEE EEEGIPR point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n -S]  

PERINEA AEEINPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [n] 

PERIQUE EEIPQRU dark tobacco [n -S] 

PEROGIE EEGIOPR pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n -S] 

PETIOLE EEILOPT stalk of leaf [n -S] 

PETUNIA AEINPTU tropical herb [n -S] 

PIANOLA AAILNOP type of player piano [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj] 

PICOTEE CEEIOPT variety of carnation [n -S] 

PIEHOLE EEHILOP mouth [n -S] 

PIEROGI EGIIOPR small dumpling with filling [n -ES] 
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PIETIES EEIIPST PIETY, quality or state of being pious [n] 

PILEATE AEEILPT having pileus (umbrella-shaped portion of mushroom) [adj] 

PILEOUS EILOPSU pilose (covered with hair) [adj] 

PIONEER EEINOPR to take part in beginnings of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPEAGE AEEGIPP pipage (system of pipes) [n -S] 

PIRAGUA AAGIPRU dugout canoe [n -S] 

PIROGUE EGIOPRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PIROQUE EIOPQRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PITEOUS EIOPSTU pitiful (arousing pity) [adj] 

PLATEAU AAELPTU level stretch of elevated land [n -S, -X] / to reach period or condition of stability [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLEURAE AEELPRU PLEURA, PLEURON, part of thoracic segment of insect [n] 

POESIES EEIOPSS POESY, poetry (literary work in metrical form) [n] 

POETISE EEIOPST to poetize (to write poetry) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POETIZE EEIOPTZ to write poetry [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POGONIA AGINOOP small orchid [n -S] 

POLEAXE AEELOPX to poleax (to strike with axlike weapon) [v -D, -XING, -S] 

POOPIER EIOOPPR POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POUSSIE EIOPSSU pussy (cat) [n -S] 

POUTIER EIOPRTU POUTY, tending to pout [adj] 

POUTINE EINOPTU dish of french fries and cheese curds topped with gravy [n -S] 

PRAIRIE AEIIPRR tract of grassland [n -S] 

PREEMIE EEEIMPR infant born prematurely [n -S] 

PUERILE EEILPRU childish (resembling child (young person)) [adj] 

PUGAREE AEEGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUPARIA AAIPPRU PUPARIUM, pupal shell [n] 

PURLIEU EILPRUU outlying or neighboring area [n -S, -X] 

PYAEMIA AAEIMPY pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [n -S] 

 

7s Starting with Q- with Multiple (4) Vowels 

QUAERES AEEQRSU QUAERE, question [n] 

QUAHAUG AAGHQUU quahog (edible clam) [n -S] 

QUAILED ADEILQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUAKIER AEIKQRU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUASSIA AAIQSSU tropical tree [n -S] 

QUAYAGE AAEGQUY charge for use of quay [n -S] 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUELEAS AEELQSU QUELEA, African weaverbird [n] 

QUERIDA ADEIQRU female sweetheart [n -S] 

QUERIED DEEIQRU QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUERIER EEIQRRU querist (one who queries) [n -S] 

QUERIES EEIQRSU QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUEUERS EEQRSUU QUEUER, one that queues (to line up) [n] 

QUEUING EGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUICKIE CEIIKQU something done quickly [n -S] 
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QUIETED DEEIQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETEN EEINQTU to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v -ED, ING, -S] 

QUIETER EEIQRTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] / one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n -S] 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 

QUILLAI AIILLQU evergreen tree [n -S] 

QUINATE AEINQTU arranged in groups of five [adj] 

QUINELA AEILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUININA AIINNQU quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n -S] 

QUININE EIINNQU medicinal alkaloid [n -S] 

QUINOAS AINOQSU QUINOA, weedy plant [n] 

QUINOID DIINOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINONE EINNOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINZIE EIINQUZ quinzhee (shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow) [n -S] 

QUIXOTE EIOQTUX quixotic person [n -S] 

QUOINED DEINOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

QUOITED DEIOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 

QUOMODO DMOOOQU means or manner [n -S] 

QUORATE AEOQRTU attaining quora* [adj] 

 

7s Starting with R- with Multiple (4) Vowels 

RADIALE AADEILR bone of carpus [n -LIA] 

RADIATE AADEIRT to emit rays [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RADIOED ADDEIOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADULAE AADELRU RADULA, tonguelike organ of mollusks [n] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S] 

RAMILIE AEIILMR ramillie (type of wig) [n -S] 

RATAFEE AAEEFRT ratafia (almond-flavored liqueur) [n -S] 

RATAFIA AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

RAUCOUS ACORSUU loud and unruly [adj] 

RAVIOLI AIILORV Italian pasta dish [n -S] 

READIED ADDEEIR READY, to make ready [v] 

READIER ADEEIRR READY, prepared [adj] 

READIES ADEEIRS READY, to make ready [v] 

READOUT ADEORTU presentation of computer data [n -S] 

REALISE AEEILRS to realize (to understand completely) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REALIZE AEEILRZ to understand completely [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REARGUE AEEGRRU to argue again [v -D, -ING, -S] 

REAVAIL AAEILRV to avail again [v -ED, -ING, -S]] 

REAWAKE AAEEKRW to awake again [v -D, -WOKE, -WOKEN, -KING, -S] 

REAWOKE AEEKORW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RECOUPE CEEOPRU divided twice [adj] 

REEDIER DEEEIRR REEDY, abounding in reeds [adj] 

REEFIER EEEFIRR REEFY, abounding in ridges of rock [adj] 
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REEKIER EEEIKRR REEKY, reeking [adj] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REFEREE EEEEFRR to supervise play in certain sports [v -D, -ING, -S] 

REFUGEE EEEFGRU one who flees for safety [n -S] 

REFUGIA AEFGIRU REFUGIUM, stable area during period of continental climactic change [n] 

REGALIA AAEGILR rights and privileges of king [n REGALIA] 

REGAUGE AEEGGRU to gauge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REGINAE AEEGINR REGINA, queen [n] 

REHOUSE EEHORSU to establish in new housing unit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REIFIED DEEFIIR REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIFIER EEFIIRR one that reifies (to regard as real or concrete) [n -S] 

REIFIES EEFIIRS REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIMAGE AEEGIMR to image again [v -D, -IGNG, -S] 

REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REJOICE CEEIJOR to feel joyful [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELIEVE EEEILRV to lessen or free from pain or discomfort [v -D, -VING, -S]] 

RELIEVO EEILORV projection of figures or forms from flat background [n -S] 

RELIQUE EEILQRU relic (surviving memorial of something past) [n -S] 

RENEGUE EEEGNRU to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

REQUIEM EEIMQRU musical composition for dead [n -S] 

REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REROUTE EEORRTU to route again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESCUEE CEEERSU one that is rescued [n -S] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESEAUX AEERSUX RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RESIDUA ADEIRSU RESIDUUM, residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n] 

RESIDUE DEEIRSU something remaining after removal of part [n -S] 

RETINAE AEEINRT RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

RETINUE EEINRTU group of attendants [n -S] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

REUNION EINNORU reuniting of persons after separation [n -S] 

REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REVALUE AEELRUV to value again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REVENUE EEENRUV income of government [n -S] 

REVERIE EEEIRRV daydream [n -S] 

REVOICE CEEIORV to voice again [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REWEAVE AEEERVW to weave again [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

RILIEVI EIIILRV RILIEVO, relievo (projection of figures or forms from flat background) [n] 

RILIEVO EIILORV relievo (projection of figures or forms from flat background) [n -VI] 

RIOTOUS IOORSTU characterized by rioting [adj] 
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RIPIENI EIIINPR RIPIENO, tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n] 

RIPIENO EIINOPR tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n -NI, -S] 

RIVIERA AEIIRRV coastal resort area [n -S] 

RIVIERE EEIIRRV necklace of precious stones [n -S] 

ROADEOS ADEOORS ROADEO, competition for truck drivers [n] 

ROADIES ADEIORS ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

ROBINIA ABIINOR North American tree or shrub [n -S] 

RODEOED DDEEOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROILIER EIILORR ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROMAINE AEIMNOR variety of lettuce [n -S] 

RONDEAU ADENORU short poem of fixed form [n -X] 

ROOFIES EFIOORS ROOFIE, tablet of powerful sedative [n] 

ROOIBOS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES] 

ROOKIER EIKOORR ROOKY, abounding in rooks [adj] 

ROOKIES EIKOORS ROOKIE, novice (person new to any field or activity) [n] 

ROOMIER EIMOORR ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOMIES EIMOORS ROOMIE, roommate (one with whom room is shared) [n] 

ROOTAGE AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

ROOTIER EIOORRT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROSACEA AACEORS chronic inflammation of parts of face [n -S] 

ROSARIA AAIORRS ROSARIUM, rose garden [n] 

ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj] 

ROSEOLA AELOORS rose-colored skin rash [n -S] 

ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S] 

ROUILLE EILLORU peppery garlic sauce [n -S] 

ROULADE ADELORU musical embellishment [n -S] 

ROUPIER EIOPRRU ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

ROUTINE EINORTU regular course of procedure [n -S] 

RUBABOO ABBOORU type of soup [n -S] 

RUBEOLA ABELORU virus disease [n -S] 

RUBIOUS BIORSUU ruby-colored [adj] 

RUFIYAA AAFIRUY monetary unit of Maldives [n RUFIYAA] 

RUINATE AEINRTU to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RUINOUS INORSUU destructive [adj] 

 

7s Starting with S- with Multiple (4) Vowels 

SAGUARO AAGORSU tall cactus [n -S] 

SAHUARO AAHORSU saguaro (tall cactus) [n -S] 

SAMURAI AAIMRSU Japanese warrior [n -S] 

SANIOUS AINOSSU SANIES, fluid discharged from wounds [adj] 

SAPAJOU AAJOPSU capuchin (long-tailed monkey) [n -S] 

SATIATE AAEISTT to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SAUCIER ACEIRSU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] / chef who specializes in sauces [n -S] 

SAUNAED AADENSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SAURIAN AAINRSU any of suborder of reptiles [n -S] 

SAURIES AEIRSSU SAURY, marine fish [n] 
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SAUSAGE AAEGSSU finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n -S] 

SAUTEED ADEESTU SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

SAUTOIR AIORSTU saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

SAVIOUR AIORSUV savior (one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss)) [n -S] 

SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

SEABOOT ABEOOST waterproof boot [n -S] 

SEAFOAM AAEFMOS foam formed on sea [n -S] 

SEAFOOD ADEFOOS edible fish or shellfish from sea [n -S] 

SEAKALE AAEEKLS coastal plant with edible shoots [n -S] 

SEAMIER AEEIMRS SEAMY, unpleasant (not pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

SEASIDE ADEEISS seashore (land bordering on sea) [n -S] 

SEAWARE AAEERSW seaweed used as fertilizer [n -S] 

SEAWEED ADEEESW plant growing in sea [n -S] 

SEDILIA ADEIILS SEDILE, one of seats in church for use of officiating clergy [n] / SEDILIUM [n] 

SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEEDIER DEEEIRS SEEDY, containing seeds; inferior in condition or quality [adj] 

SEEPAGE AEEEGPS quantity of fluid that has seeped [n -S] 

SEEPIER EEEIPRS SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEISURE EEIRSSU seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n -S] 

SEIZURE EEIRSUZ act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

SENARII AEIINRS SENARIUS, Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n] 

SENECIO CEEINOS flowering plant [n -S] 

SENOPIA AEINOPS improvement of near vision [n -S] 

SEQUELA AEELQSU abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E] 

SERIATE AEEIRST to put into series [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SERIEMA AEEIMRS Brazilian bird [n -S] 

SERIOUS EIORSSU thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner [adj] 

SEROSAE AEEORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n] 

SIALOID ADIILOS resembling saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [adj] 

SIAMESE AEEIMSS water pipe with connection for two hoses [n -S] 

SIENITE EEIINST syenite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

SILESIA AEIILSS cotton fabric [n -S] 

SILIQUA AIILQSU silique (type of seed capsule) [n -E] 

SILIQUE EIILQSU type of seed capsule [n -S] 

SIMIOID DIIIMOS simious (pertaining to simians (ape or monkey)) [adj] 

SIMIOUS IIMOSSU pertaining to simians (ape or monkey) [adj] 

SINOPIA AIINOPS red pigment [n -S, -IE] 

SINOPIE EIINOPS SINOPIA, red pigment [n] 

SINUATE AEINSTU to curve in and out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SINUOUS INOSSUU characterized by curves, bends, or turns [adj] 

SITUATE AEISTTU to place in certain position [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SOAKAGE AAEGKOS act of soaking (to wet something thoroughly) [n -S] 

SOAPIER AEIOPRS SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj] 

SOILAGE AEGILOS green crops for feeding animals [n -S] 

SOILURE EILORSU stain or smudge [n -S] 
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SOIREES EEIORSS SOIREE, evening party [n] 

SOLARIA AAILORS SOLARIUM, room exposed to sun [n] 

SOLATIA AAILOST SOLATIUM, compensation given for damage to feelings [n] 

SOMEONE EEMNOOS somebody (important person) [n -S] 

SOOTIER EIOORST SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

SOUARIS AIORSSU SOUARI, tropical tree [n] 

SOUBISE BEIOSSU sauce of onions and butter [n -S] 

SOUKOUS KOOSSUU dance music in Democratic Republic of Congo [n -ES] 

SOUPIER EIOPRSU SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adj] 

SOUTANE AENOSTU cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

SPIRAEA AAEIPRS spirea (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

SQUAMAE AAEMQSU SQUAMA, scale [n] 

SQUEEZE EEEQSUZ to press hard upon [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STEAMIE AEEIMST steamed hot dog [n -S] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STOOLIE EILOOST informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n -S] 

STOURIE EIORSTU stoury (dusty (full of dust)) [adj] 

SUASION AINOSSU persuasion [n -S]  

SUASIVE AEISSUV SUASION, persuasion [adj] 

SUBAREA AABERSU subdivision of area [n -S] 

SUBIDEA ABDEISU inferior idea [n -S] 

SUDARIA AADIRSU SUDARIUM, cloth for wiping face [n] 

SUICIDE CDEIISU to kill oneself intentionally [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

 

7s Starting with T- with Multiple (4) Vowels 

TABLEAU AABELTU picture [n -S, -X] 

TABOOED ABDEOOT TABOO, to exclude from use, approach, or mention [v] 

TABOULI ABILOTU Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint [n -S] 

TAENIAS AAEINST TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

TAENITE AEEINTT nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S] 

TAKEOUT AEKOTTU act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n TALARIA] 

TALOOKA AAKLOOT taluk (estate in India) [n -S] 

TAMARAO AAAMORT tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n -S] 

TAMARAU AAAMRTU small buffalo of Philippines [n -S] 

TAPIOCA AACIOPT starchy food [n -S] 

TATOUAY AAOTTUY South American armadillo [n -S] 

TAURINE AEINRTU chemical compound [n -S] 

TAUTAUG AAGTTUU tautog (marine fish) [n -S] 

TEACAKE AACEEKT small cake served with tea [n -S] 

TEALIKE AEEIKLT resembling tea (beverage made by infusing dried leaves in boiling water) [adj] 

TEARIER AEEIRRT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TEAROOM AEMOORT restaurant serving tea [n -S] 

TEATIME AEEIMTT customary time for tea [n -S] 

TEAWARE AAEERTW tea service [n -S] 
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TEDIOUS DEIOSTU causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired (sapped of strength))) [adj] 

TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEEPEES EEEEPST TEEPEE, tepee (conical tent of some Native Americans) [n] 

TEEVEES EEEESTV TEEVEE, television [n] 

TEGULAE AEEGLTU TEGULA, flat roof tile used in ancient Rome [n] 

TENUOUS ENOSTUU having little substance or strength [adj] 

TEQUILA AEILQTU Mexican liquor [n -S] 

TIARAED AADEIRT TIARA, jeweled headpiece worn by women [adj] 

TILAPIA AAIILPT African fish [n -S] 

TIMARAU AAIMRTU tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n -S] 

TIMEOUS EIMOSTU timely (occurring at right moment) [adj] 

TIMEOUT EIMOTTU brief suspension of activity [n -S] 

TINAMOU AIMNOTU South American game bird [n -S] 

TITANIA AAIINTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TOADIED ADDEIOT TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOADIES ADEIOST TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

TOELIKE EEIKLOT resembling toe [adj] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOESHOE EEHOOST dance slipper without heel [n -S] 

TOLUATE AELOTTU chemical salt [n -S] 

TOLUENE EELNOTU flammable liquid [n -S] 

TOLUIDE DEILOTU amide (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TOLUOLE ELLOOTU toluol (toluene (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

TONNEAU AENNOTU rear seating compartment of automobile [n -S, -X] 

TOONIES EINOOST TOONIE, Canadian two-dollar coin [n] 

TOOTSIE EIOOSTT tootsy (foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves)) [n -S] 

TORULAE AELORTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

TOUGHIE EGHIOTU tough person [n -S] 

TOUPEES EEOPSTU TOUPEE, wig worn to cover bald spot [n] 

TOUPIES EIOPSTU TOUPIE, round boneless smoked ham [n] 

TOURACO ACOORTU African bird [n -S] 

TOXEMIA AEIMOTX condition of having toxins in blood [n -S] 

TRAINEE AEEINRT person receiving training [n -S] 

TRUMEAU AEMRTUU column supporting part of doorway [n -X] 

TUATARA AAARTTU large reptile [n -S] 

TUATERA AAERTTU tuatara (large reptile) [n -S] 

TUITION IINOTTU fee for instruction [n -S] 

TUNICAE ACEINTU TUNICA, enveloping membrane or layer of body tissue [n] 

TURACOU ACORTUU touraco (African bird) [n -S] 

TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWOONIE EINOOTW toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n -S] 

 

 


